
TRANSFORMING F&B OPERATIONS



What would it mean to your business if you could . . .

─	 guarantee	consistency	in	your	kitchen

─	 easily	comply	with	allergen	legislation

─	 banish	fluctuating	margins

─	 track	exactly	which	dishes	performed

─	 and	make	instant	adjustments	to	maximise	your	F&B	profits?

Over	my	35	years	in	the	industry	I’ve	worked	with	boutique	hotels,	national	restaurant	
chains,	5*	hotels,	global	hotel	groups	and	7*	resorts.	No	matter	the	size	or	scale	of	
the	operation,	they	all	have	the	same	challenges.	I	set	up	Kitchen	CUT	with	a	view	to	
supporting	our	industry	in	addressing	these	common	issues.

A chef’s role isn’t just about creating fantastic culinary experiences. Today’s chef needs to 

be able to cost dishes, comply with allergen legislation, manage stock, reduce waste, inspire 

teams, manage suppliers, create innovative menu ideas, report to management... and much 

more.

As a Chef I understood this. As an F&B Director I demanded it. 

My extensive experience in the industry across a spectrum of roles led me to experience the 

majority of systems available on the market. Each and every one of them left me feeling that 

there must be a better way, but I never found it. My desire to create something intuitive and 

time-saving for kitchen teams—and something analytical and insightful for managers—is why 

Kitchen CUT is what it is today. 

Kitchen CUT is a dynamic and agile technology business. We address operational challenges 

and headaches, and we find ways to simplify and reduce the administrative burden. As 

a result, chefs can spend more time being creative, training and developing their teams, 

listening to customers and delivering consistently high quality food.

Our industry is bursting with innovation in technology for front of house: payment systems, 

loyalty CRMs, customer ordering and so much more. But the back of house has been largely 

neglected. We designed Kitchen CUT specifically for kitchen teams to help them create 

better food with better margins that support and improve the overall customer experience. 

John Wood
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YOU CAN’T 
IMPROVE 

WHAT YOU 
DON’T 

MEASURE
M I C H A E L  H Y A T T

A letter from Founder, John Wood



TYPICAL CHALLENGES: EXISTING	SOFTWARE

ENGAGEMENT

RETENTION

ONBOARDING

TEAM	SUPPORT

CONSISTENCY

LONG	HOURS

TRAINING

FAST	SOFTWARE

INTUITIVE

TRAINING	PLATFORM

INTEGRATES

AUTOMATION

SAVES	TIME

ACCESSIBLE

INCLUSIVE

ENGAGING

SUPPORTS	TEAMS	IN	OPERATION

REQUIREMENTS:
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We’ve redesigned, redefined and revolutionised 
how back office F&B technology operates 

when compared to alternative legacy systems

7

IT’S SO EASY TO 
USE – AFTER 
AN INITIAL 

HALF HOUR 
TRAINING 
SESSION I 

COULDN’T 
STOP THE 

CHEFS!
B R A K S P E A R  G R O U P



THE 
SOLUTIONUTIO
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Allergen	legislation	compliance Buffet	analysis

Menu	planning

Beverage

Price	comparisons

Margin	alerts

Price	monitoring

Nutritional	analysisFast	recipe	creation

Menu	launches Dish	modelling Food	cost	rankings
Intuitive	interface

Waste	tracking

Stock	by	outletAutomated	order	lists

Food	cost	tracking

Supplier	performance

Supplier	management

Menu	enginering

GPs

Sales	tracking

Group	performance

Actual	vs.	theoretical

Beverage	sales

Live	reporting

Integrations

Dish	analysis

Standardised	recipes

Dish	construction	videos

Performance	reporting
Alerts

Email	notifications

Videos
Image	galleriesSocial	media

User	activityKnowledge	sharing

Centralised	company	
documents

Company	news

Calendar	of	events

Supplier	information

Seasonal	information

OPERATIONAL

STRATEGIC
ENGAGEMENT

Kitchen	CUT	is	market-leading	
technology	that	transforms	the	
way	your	business	operates.	

For	any	F&B	operation,	the	kitchen	
is	the	engine	room.	If	things	
aren’t	costed,	tracked,	managed,	
calculated,	forecasted,	ordered,	
plated	correctly	and	delivered	
consistently,	nothing else will be 
accurate. 

Kitchen	CUT	:	F&B	specialists

We provide kitchen teams with the tools they need to:

— control costs

— deliver consistency

— manage kitchen operations

— comply with legislation

By easing the administrative burden, Kitchen CUT frees your team to concentrate 

on adding value to your business. 

Business	intelligence:	in real-time

Our simple, intuitive platform — which can be accessed by management teams 

on-site, regionally or at head office — delivers at-a-glance performance updates, 

or deeper insights into profitability (at site or group level).

Critically, these real-time insights are actionable: to help transform your business. 
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THE
FUTURE
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YOU HAVE 
TO START 
WITH THE 

CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE 
AND WORK 
YOUR WAY 

BACK TO THE 
TECHNOLOGY 

S T E V E  J O B S

CONNECTIVITY
INTEGRATION
AUTOMATION
ENGAGEMENT
COMMUNICATION
ANALYTICS

Technology	and	change	doesn’t	have	to	be	complicated.	It’s	actually	a	very	simple	
choice	–	if	it	is	engaging	and	easy	to	use,	then	it	will	get	used.	And that is when it 
becomes insightful and invaluable.

Kitchen CUT is market-leading software. Cutting-edge technology, which is designed 

with the user in mind. We’ve combined real operational knowledge with polished 

design and user experience to deliver intuitive software that meets the expectations 

of today’s digital user.

Modern software is all about connectivity. We are open to integrations and will look 

at the best ways to optimise data by passing it between systems. We will consider 

any software company to integrate with and have an active integrations programme 

running – linking us to EPOS companies, accountancy systems, procurement 

systems, ordering systems and more. 

Why choose technology that is not utilised, when you can choose and connect  

best-in-class systems?



THE
RETURNS
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4.2M
NET FOOD 

TURNOVER

APPROX.

8

8

Pubs

Restaurants

16x£165,000
FOOD COST SAVING

INVESTMENT RETURN

9.3M
NET FOOD 

TURNOVER

APPROX.

1

8

Brand

Restaurants

52M
NET FOOD 

TURNOVER

APPROX.

8x£520,000
FOOD COST SAVING

INVESTMENT RETURN

27
Hotels

Multiple 
Restaurants

20x£213,900
FOOD COST SAVING

INVESTMENT RETURN

CLIENTS ALSO BENEFITTED FROM  ADDITIONAL CONTROL ACROSS THESE KEY OPERATIONAL AREAS

25%
Wastage 
reduction

2%
Beverage cost 

margin up

3%
Supplier cost 

reduction

8%
Food cost 
margin up

15%
Ordering 
accuracy

50%
Retention 

improvement

50% 10%
Breakages 
reduction

Admin  
reduction



WHAT  
WE  
DO
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Incredibly	powerful,	yet	
intuitive	and	easy-to-use.

Take control, wherever you 
are, with accessibility on tap. 

Take	stock,	manage	inventories	
and	see	real-time	stock	value.

Our built-in intelligence tracks  
and monitors - so you don’t have to.

Buffet	analysis	-	a	hot	hotel	topic.

Lose the guesswork and create optimised, 
profitable F&B offerings.

Automated	POs	and	supplier	orders	are	just	
a	few	clicks	away.

Create consolidated orders in seconds and 
send - the process cannot be simpler. Just wait 
for your supplier to accept and the job is done.

Creativity	comes	first	.	.	.	 
Let	the	costing	happen	in	the	background.

Create dishes in minutes, with complete accuracy, 
allergen tracking, total profitability and 100% led by 
YOUR CHEFS’ CREATIVITY… Unite	teams	across	sites,	share	and	engage.	A	

centralised	platform	for	knowledge-sharing,	
best	practice	and	inspiration.	

Capitalise on your internal knowledge and 
innovation by sharing among teams.

Supercharge	your	menus	with	TOTAL	confidence,	
creating	ground-breaking	sales	mixes	that	are	

maximised	for	your	business.

Watch your business perform in real-time.
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I use Kitchen CUT every day to control the costs in our business – it makes everything clearer. You can see instantly where you’re going wrong and can see which dishes are a win-win – literally as you’re typing them in. I’d say in terms of how much easier it’s made my life – it’s 8 out of 10. And there are still features I’ve yet to use!

We’ve been using Kitchen CUT for two years, initially trialling it at Dormy House and then rolling out to our other two hotels in the Cotswolds. All of our 30 chefs now use it; they’re of a generation that has grown up with technology so they love it and are adding recipes all the time.Kitchen CUT takes the guesswork out of menu creation: you can see at a glance which dishes sell at which sites and what margin they deliver.  So when you’re updating your menu seasonally, for example, you know which dishes you shouldn’t take off because they’re your best sellers, and which are duds.
We also use Kitchen CUT as a training tool. New team members use it from Day 1 and it helps them to grasp menu GP, ingredient listing and wastage. Even my junior chefs know the cost of a venison portion, for example, and that’s not been the case in every kitchen where I’ve worked.  It keeps chefs engaged in creating menus, which is what they love doing. Our staff retention has improved by 50% since we installed Kitchen CUT.

Kitchen CUT has helped to de
liver consistent gross profit ac

ross 

our 3 businesses. Everything h
appens in real time, so there 

is no 

waiting for people to input o
r process something. I can re

port 

to the directors with confiden
ce on how we’re performing 

as 

a business. It’s a really easy 
system to use, our guys love 

it – 

they’ve all just picked it up. T
he fact that they can use it 

any 

where, any time of day, the g
uys create all the time withou

t 

limitation.
Neil Haydock: Executive Chef, Watergate Bay   Hotel

Antony Ely, Executive Chef, Brakspear Managed Pubs

Mike Wilkinson: Executive Chef, Hilton Newcastle Gateshead Hotel

Jon Ingram: Group Executive Chef, Farncombe Estate

When we started we were 2
% down on GP, but now we

’re 2% 

over the target and it’s rem
ained that way. Every site i

s now 

achieving GP, with some exce
lling targets.

Kitchen CUT allows the chef
s to have creativity and shar

e ideas 

on new recipes and menus a
nd it gives us financial contr

ols and 

transparency. It’s so easy t
o use – after an initial half 

hour 

training session I couldn’t s
top the chefs!

Kitchen CUT has been life-ch
anging in our business. It a

llows us 

to take on new properties 
and hit the ground running 

on day 1. 

I would definitely recomme
nd it – there is no other sy

stem out 

there like it.
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WE ARE 
CHANGING 

THE WORLD 
WITH 

TECHNOLOGY
B I L L  G A T E S

FINANCIAL

Improve	food	cost

Reduce	waste

Tighten	stock	control

Improve	dish	GP

Increase	staff	utilisation

Lower recruitment fees

Reduce	external	training	
fees

Mitigate	legality

Manage	breakages 
and	theft

Monitor	trends

Track	supplier 
performance

Standardise	kitchen 
process	and	procedures

OPERATIONAL

Specialist	system,	built	for	 
kitchen	teams

Create	dishes	‘on	the	go’

Improve	dish	consistency

Access	for	all	levels	of	the	team

Improve	staff	retention

Instant dish and menu launches 
across	the	group

Share	training	methods

Centralised	kitchen	resources

Nutritional	information

Automated	allergens

Reduce	food	waste

Front	of	House	tools

Internal	training	platform

Transparency	of	costs	to	team

Ability	to	model	dishes,	menus,	 
sales	and	profitability

Manage	centralised	pricing	from	
one	location	across	the	entire	
group

Accessible	from	any	device,	
anywhere with internet access

Automate	order	specs	from	
dishes and menus



FAQs

What	makes	Kitchen	CUT	different?

Our approach to technology is the fundamental difference. We focus 

heavily on practicality and usability. We design our technology to be 

engaging and intuitive. From a small system footprint surges a high 

performance operating speed.  

We	already	have	a	procurement	system	in	place.	Why	would	we	need	
another	system?	Will	we	duplicate	workload?

From	an	operational	perspective	no	other	system	is	as	focussed,	
advanced	or	easy	to	use.	We	can	interface	with	any	external	platform	
and	can	streamline	operating	workflows	to	become	more	efficient.	
Workload	is	not	duplicated	and	is	often	reduced.

Our	existing	data	is	not	very	accurate,	and	we’re	not	sure	how	to	
improve	it	to	increase	accuracy	.	.	.

Implementing a new system is an opportune time to review and audit 

products, pricing and suppliers. We have typically found that during 

the review process a natural clean up of data occurs, which benefits the 

business in the long run.

Is	migrating	from	one	system	to	another	complicated	and	costly?

Migrating or setting up in a new system doesn’t need to be feared. It can 

be managed, but needs to be approached in the right way. Sight of data is 

always a first step in the solution.

How	much	training	is	really	needed?

Very little is needed - often our clients simply log in and go. Depending 

on team sizes and technical capability, our training courses are all short 

bite-sized, modules split up into manageable sessions.

What	happens	next?

Get in touch, sign up for a free trial or simply sign off to get started. 

Remember the sooner you start, the quicker you’ll see the benefits!


